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Atradius Payment Practices Barometer

Italy
Focus on B2B payment practices
in the chemicals (including the energy sector),
construction materials
and steel/metals industries

About the Atradius
Payment Practices Barometer
The Atradius Payment Practices Barometer is an annual survey of business-tobusiness (B2B) payment practices in markets across the world. The 2022 edition
of the Atradius Payment Practices Barometer survey ﬁndings for Italy is a
valuable opportunity to hear directly from companies in the local chemicals
(including the energy sector), construction materials and steel/metals industries
about how their business operations are coping with the disruptive impact of
the current challenging economic and trading circumstances.
Of course, this survey is a snapshot taken in a very volatile economic
environment, and the ﬁndings should be viewed with this in mind. The survey
was conducted between May and mid-July 2022, and it accurately reﬂects the
situation at the half-year mark of the three industries.
Topics covered include: the impact of late or non-payment on the industries
polled, the average time it takes to turn overdue B2B invoices into cash, how
businesses manage payment default risks related to selling on credit to B2B
customers and expected challenges to proﬁtability during the coming months.
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Disclaimer
this report is provided for information purposes only and is not intended as investment advice, legal advice or as a recommendation as to particular
transactions, investments or strategies to any reader. readers must make their own independent decisions, commercial or otherwise, regarding the information provided. While we have made every attempt to ensure that the information contained in this report has been obtained from reliable sources,
Atradius is not responsible for any errors or omissions, or for the results obtained from the use of this information. All information in this report is
provided ’as is’, with no guarantee of completeness, accuracy, timeliness or of the results obtained from its use, and without warranty of any kind,
express or implied. in no event will Atradius, its related partnerships or corporations, or the partners, agents or employees thereof, be liable to you or
anyone else for any decision made or action taken in reliance on the information in this report or for any consequential, special or similar damages, even
if advised of the possibility of such damages.
copyright Atradius n.v. 2022
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Chemicals
Overview of the key survey ﬁndings
Turbulent economy sparks strong credit risk measures
A more liberal trade credit policy prompted a signiﬁcant impact
on the Italian chemicals industry. Increased B2B sales on credit
were reported by 40% of companies polled, due to pent-up
demand from existing customers in export markets. This was
boosted by granting longer payment terms, which now average
two months from invoicing. This change of policy also required
strong measures amid a challenging economic environment.
These included rigorous assessment of customer ability to pay,
as well as setting payment terms for B2B customers in
accordance with terms received from own suppliers.

The rest of the Italian chemicals industry reported no change to its
customary credit policy during the past twelve months. However,
companies polled said there were more requests for cash
payments from B2B customers where they suffered a signiﬁcant
deterioration of their ﬁnancial position. Currently, B2B sales
transacted on credit represent two thirds of all sales to B2B
customers in the Italian chemicals industry, including the energy
subsector.

Late payment concerns as DSO deteriorates
Our survey found the Italian chemicals industry was hit hard by
late payments from B2B customers during the past twelve
months. These affected 55% of the total value of B2B invoices,
compared to an average 46% for the industry across Europe. Half
of companies polled said this was due to customers’ liquidity
shortages. Another reason was administrative delays in the
customer payment process, which provoked disputes with
customers. Companies told us they responded by delaying
payments to their own suppliers. They also strengthened credit
control processes, and deployed more time and resources
chasing unpaid invoices.

These measures helped to keep swings in Days Sales
Outstanding (DSO) to a minimum and maintain enough cash
ﬂow. However, for one third of companies polled in the Italian
chemicals industry, a combination of late payments and poor
collection performance caused deterioration in DSO. This had a
negative effect on liquidity and costs. DSO now averages more
than 100 days, one month longer than year ago. Bad debts
written off as uncollectable stand at 6% of the total value of B2B
sales, close to the chemicals industry average across Europe.

Liquidity struggles prompt switch to strategic credit management
Overall, the ﬁgures underline a signiﬁcant worsening of B2B
customer payment practice in the Italian chemicals industry.
Companies polled said the struggle for liquidity prompted
B2B customers to follow a policy of paying essential invoices
ﬁrst. This typically meant smaller invoices were paid more
quickly, while larger ones tended to be delayed, a payment
practice with clear potential to worsen DSO. All the
consequent measures to free up liquidity were adopted mostly
within the framework in-house retention and management of
customer credit risk, as reported by 60% of companies polled.

One quarter of these companies told us they acknowledged
the downsides of the in-house approach, which means setting
aside enough funds to be able to absorb the hit of a large loss.
One fear is a business being unable to survive because it is so
hard to generate enough new sales to counteract a big loss.
Our survey found the response among companies in the
Italian chemicals industry was a move towards a more
strategic credit management approach. This involves taking
up credit insurance, complemented where necessary by
factoring.

2023 industry outlook: significantly more insolvencies expected
By far the biggest concern looking ahead for companies in
the Italian chemicals industry, including the energy
subsector, is the current tough economic conditions. The
widespread fear is that the ongoing energy crisis and supply
chain disruptions and inﬂationary pressure could hamper
recovery of the domestic economy. The anxiety, in turn, is
that this will trigger an increase of insolvencies. Such
profound uncertainty may explain why there are no plans to
change trade credit policy in the months ahead. Companies
polled said they would extend credit only to long-established
and trusted customers to encourage repeat business.

Some customer payment behaviour is expected to show
future improvement, but companies polled in the Italian
chemicals industry said they anticipate nothing signiﬁcant in
the short-term. There is a growing fear, however, that DSO
could seriously deteriorate in the coming months. Many
companies also told us they believe a move towards strategic
credit management involving credit insurance is a good
approach. This would enhance the credit management
process, reducing DSO volatility as well as stabilizing and
then improving cash ﬂow.

Key ﬁgures and charts of the survey can be found on the following pages
AtrAdius PAyment PrActices BArometer – results for itAly – novemBer 2022
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Chemicals
Late payments and cash ﬂow
Chemicals industry in Italy

Chemicals industry in Italy

% of the total value of B2B invoices paid on time, overdue and
written off as uncollectable (2022/2021)

% of respondents reporting dso changes over the past 12 months

Paid on time

Late

Bad debt

2022
2021

4%

39

33%

n/a*
55

2022
2021

n/a*

2022

4

2021

n/a*

DSO
63%

Increased
No change
Decreased

*n/a= 2021 data not avaiable
sample: all survey respondents
source: Atradius Payment Practices Barometer - november 2022

sample: all survey respondents
source: Atradius Payment Practices Barometer - november 2022

Chemicals industry in Italy
main reasons that B2B customers pay invoices late
(% of respondents)

55%

Customer’s liquidity problems

25%

Customer dispute

30%

Administrative delays

21%

Deliberate late payment

sample: all survey respondents
source: Atradius Payment Practices Barometer - november 2022

Survey queSTIOn

What measures did you put in place to protect your cash flow against customer
credit risk?

#1
#2
#3

Delay payments to my own suppliers
Increase time, costs and resources spent on resolving unpaid invoices
Strengthen internal credit control process
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Chemicals
2023 industry outlook
Chemicals industry in Italy

Chemicals industry in Italy

looking into 2023: top 5 concerns expressed
by businesses in the industry

looking into 2023: how do you feel about
your potential business growth?

(% of respondents)

(% of respondents)

34%
21%

Ongoing global economy downturn*

Protraction of the pandemic

45%
Slower or no rebound of the domestic economy

Improve

No change

Deteriorate

Increase in insolvencies

sample: all survey respondents
source: Atradius Payment Practices Barometer - november 2022

Slower or no rebound of certain industries

Chemicals industry in Italy

* Due to the interplay among higher energy prices,
commodity prices surge, inflation, supply chain disruptions
and geopolitical tensions

looking into 2023: how do you expect the payment practices of
your B2B customers to change?
(% of respondents)

sample: all survey respondents
source: Atradius Payment Practices Barometer - november 2022

11%
41%

Survey queSTIOn

How do you expect your average
DSO to change over the next 12
months?
48%

(% of respondents)

7%
51%
42%

Improve
No change
Deteriorate
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Construction materials
Overview of the key survey ﬁndings
Volatile economy prompts longer payment terms
By far the overriding concern among companies in the Italian
construction materials industry is that the current turbulent
economic conditions are seriously hurting the liquidity of B2B
customers. Our survey found that late payments have
become a signiﬁcant problem, with even longstanding B2B
customers ﬁnding themselves in potential difﬁculty when
trading conditions can change very rapidly. This is clearly a
major issue for businesses in a market where more than 55%
of all B2B sales are transacted on credit.

The response of companies in the Italian construction
materials industry has been to introduce a more liberal
trade policy. Payment terms have been lengthened, a
change mainly aimed at longstanding B2B customers, and
these now average around two months from invoicing. The
aim is to encourage repeat business from existing B2B
customers and maintain proﬁts, with 40% of companies
polled reporting an increase in sales on credit. One other
factor in setting payments terms is doing so in accordance
with terms from suppliers.

Liquidity shortages blamed for late B2B payments
Our survey found that 53% of B2B invoices were paid late by
customers, with only 40% settled by the due date. These
ﬁgures illustrate the problems being suffered by the Italian
construction materials industry. Three in ﬁve of companies
polled said that late payments occurred because of customer
liquidity shortages. However, there is also a signiﬁcant onethird of businesses polled who told us that B2B customers
deliberately slowed down payment, masking the action by
attributing it to administrative delays in the payment
process.

Companies across the Italian construction materials industry
told us they responded to late payments and consequent
cashﬂow problems with delays in paying their own suppliers.
They did so conscious of the risk this might trigger a domino
effect through the industry supply chain. Businesses polled
said they also offered discounts for early payment and
deployed more time and resources to resolving unpaid
invoices. These measures were taken within the framework
of in-house retention and management of customer credit
risk, which involved setting aside funds to cover losses.

DSO worries spark credit risk policy switch
This level of late payments had a negative effect on Days Sales
Outstanding (DSO) in the Italian construction materials industry.
42% of companies polled reported a deterioration in DSO and
therefore cash ﬂow. Businesses told us they took two months
longer to get paid than last year due to poorer collection
performance, and the DSO average currently stands at more
than 100 days. Another signiﬁcant problem for the industry is
the level of bad debts written off as uncollectable. These now
affect 7% of the total value of B2B sales.

The proportion of bad debt write-offs is still considered a
signiﬁcant ﬁnancial threat to the Italian construction
materials industry. It may explain why 40% of companies
polled said they were aware of the downsides involved
with in-house retention and management of customer
credit risk. The main concern is putting aside enough
funds to absorb the hit of the kind of large loss highly
likely to occur given the DSO ﬁgures. Our survey found a
consequent growing interest in using credit insurance to
protect business proﬁtability.

2023 industry outlook: geared up for wider use of trade credit
A key concern looking ahead for companies in the Italian
construction materials industry surrounds uncertainty about
the ongoing effects of the pandemic. Businesses polled are
worried it could prolong the downturn in the global economy
along with the energy crisis, geopolitical tensions and high
inﬂation. Despite this, around 70% of companies polled said
they are conﬁdent about business growth. They also anticipate
a wider use of trade credit to encourage repeat business and
boost sales, while trading at the same pace as now.

Payment behaviour of B2B customer is not expected to change
in the short-term, and 58% of companies polled across the
Italian construction materials industry do not anticipate DSO
swings in the year ahead. For the 32% of companies worried
about deteriorating DSO, they told us moving towards strategic
credit management is the right approach. This involves taking
up credit insurance to enhance the credit management process,
with the beneﬁt of keeping DSO under control. It should also
stabilise and even improve cash ﬂow in months ahead.

Key ﬁgures and charts of the survey can be found on the following pages
AtrAdius PAyment PrActices BArometer – results for itAly – novemBer 2022
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Construction materials
Late payments and cash ﬂow
Construction materials industry in Italy

Construction materials industry in Italy

% of the total value of B2B invoices paid on time, overdue and
written off as uncollectable (2022/2021)

% of respondents reporting dso changes over the past 12 months

Paid on time

Late

Bad debt

2022
2021

40
n/a*

42%
53

2022
2021

n/a*

2022

7

2021

n/a*

DSO
58%

Increased
No change
Decreased

n/a= 2021 data not avaiable
sample: all survey respondents
source: Atradius Payment Practices Barometer - november 2022

sample: all survey respondents
source: Atradius Payment Practices Barometer - november 2022

Construction materials industry in Italy
main reasons that B2B customers pay invoices late
(% of respondents)

61%

Customer's liquidity problems

26%

Administrative delays

32%

Deliberate late payment

19%

Customer dispute

sample: all survey respondents
source: Atradius Payment Practices Barometer - november 2022

Survey queSTIOn

What measures did you put in place to protect your cash flow against customer
credit risk?

#1
#2
#3

Delay payments to my own suppliers
Increase time, costs and resources spent on resolving unpaid invoices
Strengthen internal credit control process
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Construction materials
2023 industry outlook
Construction materials industry in Italy

Construction materials industry in Italy

looking into 2023: top 5 concerns expressed
by businesses in the industry

looking into 2023: how do you feel about
your potential business growth?

(% of respondents)

(% of respondents)

4%
Protraction of the pandemic

26%
70%

Ongoing global economy downturn*

Liquidity shortfalls

Improve

No change

Deteriorate

Slower or no rebound of certain industries

sample: all survey respondents
source: Atradius Payment Practices Barometer - november 2022

Restriction of movement of goods

Construction materials industry in Italy

* Due to the interplay among higher energy prices,
commodity prices surge, inflation, supply chain disruptions
and geopolitical tensions

looking into 2023: how do you expect the payment practices of
your B2B customers to change?
(% of respondents)

sample: all survey respondents
source: Atradius Payment Practices Barometer - november 2022

16%

32%
Survey queSTIOn

How do you expect your average
DSO to change over the next 12
months?

52%

(% of respondents)

10%
58%
32%

Improve
No change
Deteriorate
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Steel/metals
Overview of the key survey ﬁndings
Staggering increase in B2B trade sales on credit
The vast majority of companies in the Italian steel/metals
industry are conducting B2B trade on credit as demand for
their products grew signiﬁcantly during the last twelve
months. 76% of businesses polled said they sold more on
credit in B2B trade than a year ago. The main reason
expressed for this was to encourage repeat business, and
the change in policy brought a phenomenal 75% increase in
sales to B2B customers transacted on credit.

At the same time as this huge increase, payment terms were
shortened signiﬁcantly by companies across the Italian
steel/metals industry. The average payment term now stands
at 40 days from invoicing, one month shorter than last year. A
desire to protect proﬁt margins was one factor behind the
switch to shorter payment terms. Another was the widespread
perception of increasing customer credit risk amid a turbulent
economy, geopolitical tensions and inﬂationary pressures.

Customer payment slowdown sparks cashﬂow struggle
Our survey found a signiﬁcant deterioration in customer
payment practices during the past twelve months. Around
80% of companies polled in the Italian steel/metals industry
reported a slowdown in payments, largely attributed to
liquidity shortages among B2B customers. The consequence
was negative cashﬂow for a large part of the industry.
Businesses polled said they responded by delaying
payments to their own suppliers to keep liquidity in-house
and avoid seeking external ﬁnance. The proportion of
overdue invoices now affects 56% of the total value of all
B2B sales in the industry.

A range of measures were used by companies in the Italian
steel/metals industry to mitigate the problem. Some offered
discounts for early payments, others reported stronger debt
collection performance, and businesses also outsourced the
collection of long overdue invoices and problem accounts. This
did see some decline in the proportion of B2B trade debt on
books during the past year. The compelling evidence here was
that bad debt write-offs almost halved from a year ago, thus
liberating working capital and increasing ﬁnancial resilience.

Credit insurance switch amid DSO troubles
The strong growth of B2B sales for companies in the Italian
steel/metals industry also had the downside of a deterioration
in Days Sales Outstanding (DSO). 63% of businesses polled said
that DSO now stands at a concerning ﬁgure of around 100 days.
This long wait for payment brings serious potential problems
for liquidity among the majority of companies across the
industry who opt for in-house retention and management of
customer credit risk, and who thus need to set aside cash
reserves to cover losses.

Among the in-house measures used to try to reduce DSO was
implementation of a stronger credit control process. Companies
polled in the Italian steel/metals industry said they also deployed
more time and resources to resolving unpaid invoices. These are
costly measures, and prompted a large segment of industry to
move towards the solution of outsourcing customer credit risk to
a credit insurer. The beneﬁts of this include protecting cash ﬂow
and proﬁts, as well as reducing both DSO and bad debt reserves.
This solution was largely complemented by factoring.

2023 industry outlook: widespread concerns cloud picture
Concern about a prolonged downturn of the global economy
was expressed by most companies in the Italian steel/metals
industry. Businesses polled said they were particularly
worried about the evolution of the pandemic and the energy
crisis, fearing they could hamper rebound of the domestic
economy. Anxiety about internal political instability was also
reported. Despite this, our survey found only a slight decline
in overall conﬁdence about potential business growth, which
is still buoyant. One issue, though, is a potential decrease in
demand for products which could worsen the industry’s
ﬁnancial picture.

Such a decrease would mean a worsening of DSO. 67% of
companies polled across the Italian steel/metals industry
reported the potential for a sharp deterioration in DSO,
compared to just 25% a year ago. This may may explain why
two in ﬁve businesses polled said the right approach is a
move towards more strategic credit management.
Enhancing credit management processes would particularly
beneﬁt companies anticipating an increased use of credit in
B2B trade. This feeling was expressed amid expectation of
some improvement in customer payment practice.

Key ﬁgures and charts of the survey can be found on the following pages
AtrAdius PAyment PrActices BArometer – results for itAly – novemBer 2022
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Steel/metals
Late payments and cash ﬂow
Steel/metals industry in Italy

Steel/metals industry in Italy

% of the total value of B2B invoices paid on time, overdue and
written off as uncollectable (2022/2021)

% of respondents reporting dso changes over the past 12 months

Paid on time

Late

2022

3%

38

2021

27

Increased
56

2022

34%

60

2021

DSO

No change
63%

Bad debt

2022
2021

6

Decreased

14

sample: all survey respondents
source: Atradius Payment Practices Barometer - november 2022

sample: all survey respondents
source: Atradius Payment Practices Barometer - november 2022

Steel/metals industry in Italy
main reasons that B2B customers pay invoices late
(% of respondents)

79%

Customers' liquidity problems

21%

Administrative delays

21%
6%

Customer dispute

Deliberate late payment

sample: all survey respondents
source: Atradius Payment Practices Barometer - november 2022

Survey queSTIOn

What measures did you put in place to protect your cash flow against customer
credit risk?

#1
#2
#3

Delay payments to my own suppliers
Strengthen internal credit control process
Increase time, costs and resources spent on resolving unpaid invoices
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Steel/metals
2023 industry outlook
Steel/metals industry in Italy

Steel/metals industry in Italy

looking into 2023: top 5 concerns expressed
by businesses in the industry

looking into 2023: how do you feel about
your potential business growth?

(% of respondents)

(% of respondents)

4%

Protraction of the pandemic

51%
45%
Ongoing global economy downturn*

Slower or no rebound of the domestic economy

Improve

No change

Deteriorate

Slower or no rebound of certain industries

sample: all survey respondents
source: Atradius Payment Practices Barometer - november 2022

Political instability

Steel/metals industry in Italy

* Due to the interplay among higher energy prices,
commodity prices surge, inflation, supply chain disruptions
and geopolitical tensions

looking into 2023: how do you expect the payment practices of
your B2B customers to change?
(% of respondents)

sample: all survey respondents
source: Atradius Payment Practices Barometer - november 2022

6%

39%
Survey queSTIOn

How do you expect your average
DSO to change over the next 12
months?

55%

(% of respondents)

2%
3 1%
67%

Improve
No change
Deteriorate
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Deteriorate
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Survey design
Survey objectives
Atradius conducts annual reviews of international
corporate payment practices through a survey called the
Atradius Payment Practices Barometer. Companies in
Italy are the focus of this report, which forms part of the
2022 edition of the Atradius Payment Practices
Barometer. A change in research methodology means
year-on-year comparisons are not feasible for some of
these survey results. Using a questionnaire, CSA
Research conducted 200 interviews in total.
All interviews were conducted exclusively for Atradius.
Survey scope
Basic population: Companies from Italy were
surveyed, and the appropriate contacts for accounts
receivable management were interviewed
Sample design: The Strategic Sampling Plan enables
us to perform an analysis of country data crossed by
sector and company size. It also allows us to compare
data referring to a speciﬁc sector crossed by each of
the economies surveyed.
Selection process: Companies were selected and
contacted by use of an international Internet panel.
A screening for the appropriate contact, and for quota
control, was conducted at the beginning of the
interview.

Sample overview – Total interviews = 200
Business sector

Interviews

%

Manufacturing

125

63

Wholesale

43

20

Retail trade / Distribution

13

7

Services
TOTAL
Business size

19

10

200

100

Interviews

%

Micro enterprises

16

8

SME - Small enterprises

21

11

SME - Medium enterprises

33

17

Large enterprises

130

65

TOTAL

200

100

Interviews

%

102

51

Construction materials

67

34

Steel/metals

31

16

200

100

Industry
Chemicals

TOTAL

Sample: N=200 people were interviewed in total.
A quota was maintained according to three classes of
company size.

Statistical appendix

Interview: Computer Assisted Web Interviews (CAWI)
of approximately 15 minutes duration.
Interview period: between May and mid-July 2022.

Find detailed charts and ﬁgures in the Statistical Appendix.
This is part of the November 2022 Payment Practices
Barometer of Atradius, available at
www.atradius.com/publications
Download in PDF format (English only).

Copyright Atradius N.V. 2022
if after reading this report you would like more information about protecting your receivables against payment default by your customers you can visit the Atradius website or if you have more speciﬁc questions, please leave a message and a product specialist will
call you back. in the Publications section you’ll ﬁnd many more Atradius publications focusing on the global economy, including country
reports, industry analyses, advice on credit management and essays on current business issues.
subscribe to notiﬁcations of our Publications and receive weekly emails to alert you when a new report is published.
for more insights into the B2B receivables collection practices in Italy and worldwide, please go to
atradiuscollections.com
for italy atradius.it
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